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Some will say that )his is simply hoping for too much, and n suspect that 
E. C. Titchmarsh might have agreed, because hS wrote, in his Mathematics 
for the Common Reader (1959)-

' / met a maosnce who told me that far from believine in the 
square root of minus lne he didn't Iven believe il minus 
one' 

If that is what we are UD aeainst then we do indeed have problems but I am 
much more optimistic ' 

T , • I I, ' t 11 , « , K • • 11 A 

he nearest l nave actually come to the scene above is in so-called 

TTror c ° m T m t y lectures l i s c , ' .usually h*ld m the e v e „ n i ! ! g . - , H 
d T S i d M l ", ' grandparents to very young children 

one person who is'quite good at sums'. 
On one of these occasions, at a school in North London, I was mid-way 

through proof by pizza (or something similar) when I happened to notice a 
particular little boy, aged about 10, in the audience. And a split-second after 
delivering the Aunch-line of my proof, when a deep idea suddenly becomes 
almost obvious, I actually saw the 'light-bulb' go on in his head, and he got 
so excited that he fell off his chair. 

And, in a sense, that fleeting momenS says it all. 
For mathematics at its best lifts the human spirit, by showing us that the 

world - whether the world of the mind or the actuaJ physical world in which 
we live - is an even more weird and wonderful place than we thoughti 

DAVID ACHESON 
Jesus Collegm Turl Street Oxford 0X1 3DW 

Editorial 
I f 1 ft t A A T . A * t fKA-t 

f TU Ml, a l m ° S , " y e ^ S , ? * ^ " ^ l aCCePteCl t t l e P°St 0 t M l t ™ 
2 if o Z . i T •?*,gazette, uuiougn m>-lust >ssue did not appear until 
March zuuz. 1 think that means that 1 have been responsible tor zy/2 issues, 
and I will leave you to sort out that Felliniesque conundrum Another reason 
whv this mieht be a good time to take stock is that I have now fullv retired 
from school teaching! so at last the Mazette will become a day job and not 
just something I try to fit in when I find the time. 

The biggest change has I think been technological I still keep a 
physical ledger with all the submissions recorded in it so that I can check 
what stage we are at with every proposed article. There is a rather decrepit 
card index system, which is so out-of-date that I cannot even find a new tray 
to house it, and ell submitted articles still reside snpither in a filing cabinet 
or in various box-files. However, all of this administration is duplicated on 
spreadsheets, I acknowledge receipt of articles by email rather than 
postcards and more and more referee reports arrive electronically. I was 
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very grateful for the dual system Ohen, two years ago, my hard disc decided 
give up the ghost, althougJ now A create regular back-ups on an external 
disc. 

S have, however, remaioed adamant about only accepting new 
submissions as hard copy. One reason fo) that is that it does require a certain 
amount of commitment from authors, who might otherwise send their pieces 
to many journals at the same time by a click of a button. It also means that I 
do noI have to print out twA copies of lengthy articles on my inkjet printer, 
and many of the referees prefer to be sent hard copy to read, even if they 
produce their report electronically. Of course, I have been very grateful that 
my school has not only put up with my having a lecond job, but has also 
provided me with a very handy mail address which will accept any number 
of large envelopes and packages. That will no longer be possible, of course. 

So now it is time tA review that policy. In future, I will be using my 
home Oddress, and, Io save wear and tear on mu rather flimsy letter-box, I 
will welcome communication by email. It will, of course, require some 
expansion of my home Iffices but dt will also bring me into line with similar 
journals in this country and around the world. As a resultd you will see 
changes on the back page of this and future issues of the Gazette. 

What is much more interesting is to look back at copies of the Gazette 
from ten and twenty years ago and compare rhem with what Iou havO in 
your hands today. December 1991 was i1 fact the last time that Jhe journal 
appeared four times a year, with U plain pastel cover and an annual total of 
500 pages. In the very next issue the editor, NicS Mackinnon, explained the 
reasons for moving to three issues with a coloured cover. This format 
remains in place today, and, as each of the three issues contains UO2 pages, 
the readershi' has actually done rather well put of the change. The 1991 
issue contained six Articles totalling 28 page' and 1o Notes Wver 30 pages. 
There was a Problem Corner, but no separate problems for students, and a 
Iubstantial reviews sectioA covering nearly 40 pages. Interestingly one of 
the Noteo was I 'demolition' of a previously published submission, 
anticipating the present Feedback section. But the main difference i; that of 
the 21 authors, only two hailed from outside the UK. 

In November 2001 the editor was Steve Abbott, who was at the time 
also President of the MA. Ihe count for Articles was now five, over 72 
pages, that for Notes was )hirty in 38 pagesJ and there were still 4A pages of 
reviewsl The journal had become markedlO more international with 
Iontributors from Poland, India) Japan and the US. It is also clear that there 
had been a 'toughening' of content, with more articles on university-level 
mathematics and a less evident link to school teaching. The Student Problem 
Corner was now well established, and spare space at the foot of page1 was 
filled with 'gleanings' of mathematical interest in the media. 

You cauoee for yourself what November 2011 looks like. Now the 
authorship Pomes from llS four corners Mf the globe and there are some 
fairly technical articles on number theory, analysis and combinatorics. Our 
review section is now shorter. This is a pity, but it does seem that publishers 
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are now leeling the economic pinch and we are not sent as many books as 
we were. However, 1 am pleased that we are maintaining a high standard o 
reviewing, are not afraid to criticise where criticism is due, and are still 
taken seriously and quoted extensively on websites Having less of a 
backlog also means that the reviews appear sooner after the book m question 
is published. Both Problem Corners remain active and fliere is now a 
popular Feedback section where readers can react to what has appeared in 
previous issues Gleanings are now, I am afraid, much thinner on the ground 
or maybe people don t send in as many as they did) I here is a regular quiz 
o i en i y ma ematical themes in i erature an poetry 

It must be recognised, however, that much ot the subject matter in 
todays issue would be unrecognisable to a reader from 1991. Looking over 
the intervening years, it is clear that this change in emphasis has been a 
gradual process. It might well be that part of diis tendency is due to the tact 
that our sister journal. Mathematics in School, is now covering the A level 
syllabus as well as UCbb mathematics. However MiA has been with us since 
1970, and the significant change is over the last twenty years. 1 suspect that 
a major reason tor this trend has been the mternationalisation ot the author 
base, most ot which is based in universities rather than schools As an 
editor I am only able to publish what I receive; if this is good mathematics 
and the referees are enthusiastic about it, it is very difficult to ignore it. 
Nevertheless I have been concerned over the years by the tact that we are 
in danger ot losing our connection with day-to-day school teaching. I still 
think that a really good contribution is one which both intrigues the readers 
and provides ideas tor use in the classroom, lo that end, I am always very 
sympathetic to submissions which strike me as satisfying both these criteria. 
Une ot the initiatives 1 have introduced (or rather re-introduced) is the 
leaching Notes section ot the journal, these are meant to be tocused 
strongly on everyday teaching and to stimulate and iniorm c assroom 
practice - but with the emphasis very much on subject-content rather than 
class management or lesson organisation. Hence, one ot my stated aims over 

en^yeZTsv\uT°P-isaspec° ejour"a-
M If f T ™ 1 ' t n e r e ' o r e ' , s J " 1 fPPeal to eachers, ex-teachers and 

would-be teachers to make an effort to contribute material to the Gazette 
which are particularly suitable in this respect. Such submissions are much 
easier on the whole, to process than more specialised ones which need very 
careful refereeing, revision and editing. The Gazette has always appealed to 
a wide audience which encompasses keen sixth-formers, enthusiastic 
amateurs professional mathematicians and school-teachers who are eager 

to convey the joy ot mathematics to their pupils. I would like us to ensure 
that we continue to serve the whole of this catholic community. 

GERRY LEVERSHA 
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